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My name is Joy Sengupta, Senior Product Manager at Equinix. Today we'll cover the the Work Visit
ticket flow in the Equinix Customer Portal. Before we get into the flow let's first understand what a
Work Visit is. A Work Visit is a type of visit that a customer can engage in if they want to come in
and look at their assets, namely their cages and their cabinets.
In order to open a Work Visit ticket, the person who needs to open it should have permissions to
be able to create a ticket. If you log in, once you log in under the Orders and Tickets menu page
menu. You will see the ‘Work Visit’ option under Schedule On-Site Services. If you do not see this,
please contact your admin so that they can add you as an ordering contact so that you can go
ahead and open Work Visit tickets.
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As with any ticket in ECP, you will have to first select the location. I will go ahead and do that. For
this demo I am going to create a ticket in SV1.
The second step would be to select a cage. You don't have to select the cabinet, it's optional.

Now you have to add visitors as part of the second step. Which is, which is divided into two sections.
There's the contact visitors, which are basically users that are part of your org in ECP and in Equinix. The
User Directory shows all the folks that are in this particular org. These users do not have to have any
permissions, they just need to be part of this org. So you can select them and add them to the visitor list.
I'm going to go ahead and add myself.
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The next type of attendee is a non-listed attendee. These are visitors who do not belong to
this particular org. A prime example would be a vendor. If a vendor needs to come in and do
some maintenance tasks in your cage or cabinet you would need to add them through this
particular interface.
I’m going to again add myself and you're going to put the first name, last name, and the company
name. The only optional fields here are the email or the mobile phone. It's highly recommended that
you fill out either the email or the mobile phone to get easier access to your unique QR code. This
code will help the individual gain access to the IBX.

Now I have to choose the Work Visit period. In in AMER and EMEA, as part of the Covid changes,
we have introduced time slots. As part of that change, we will show you the next five days and
users can then select the day they want to come in and select a particular time slot.
If time slots are taken because bookings have already been reserved, those time slots will be
grayed out and you will not be able to select them.
The time slot feature is only available for AMER and EMEA sites. APAC will not have this. It will
have whatever was there in the pre-Covid experience which I will also quickly show you towards
the end of this walkthrough. So after you do this, you have the option of checking this box you
have to select a cabinet.
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If you want Equinix to open this cabinet for you, you can check this box. This again is a non-billable item
just like the Work Visit it's non-billable and Equinix staff will come in and help you to open up the
cabinet right. For this purpose of this walkthrough I’m going to uncheck it.
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The next section is optional. Click on the 'Upload File(s)' button to add any additional information
and file attachments. You can add a customer reference text or number--I'll name this Work Visit 123.
This will show up in the Orders and Data table with this particular reference number and this helps
customers to kind of segregate their different different Work Visit numbers based on their
nomenclature. Again optional, not required. And then this is Ordering Contact which is of course
myself. You can also assign a technical contact if you want to, again not required, but if you want to
go ahead and assign a technical contact. You can assign any other user or you can assign this to
yourself. You have to select a time on when they can call you if they have any questions. You can give
your regular number and your mobile number. In my case this is there already because I’m a contact
and my number is already there as part of the user directory so it's just going to pull that in and
populate it over here

Now the next part is the Disclaimer over here. We have this is the Covid disclaimer that we are
we are supposed to give by law, and by legal terms as well. You want to make sure that they
understand that they are accepting to these terms and the user is supposed to click on this.
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Once they do that they can go ahead and submit the Work Visit order. You also see a Work Visit
summary over here. Which will show you the IBX cages and cabinets that they've chosen along
with the time slots that they've chosen as well. In this case you have chosen two days worth of
time so it will show that over here. Also if you've done everything correctly the progress bar on
the top will all be turned blue with a check mark. This basically lets you know that you have filled
out all the information correctly.

This order has been successfully submitted and you can see the order confirmation over here
along with the Work Visit request form PDF. This was something that the sites used to require as
part of time slot so that they could know exactly when the users are going to come in. We haven't
removed it because it was it was adding value as an attachment to the customer as well.
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If you open this you'll see that it'll have the same details on who's the ordering contact, what
kind of visit is this, the visitor type, and the names of the visitors, and the slide time slots that
were selected over here. This is also available to the IBX operations team.

Once this has been received, you will get an email in which you will receive the PDF along with
the QR code. I have the QR codes for each of the users. Both of them have the individual QR
codes. The ordering contact will also receive all of the QR codes in case they want to distribute it
manually or email it separately to the users. Everybody will receive this and that is why it's very
important that non-listed contacts provide an email or mobile phone number. because the same
information will either be emailed or will be sent as a SMS text message
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Now let me quickly also show you the APAC flow, which is going to be a little different. The
beginning of the process is just like the last one, but when you select the dates, you will notice
that there's no check boxes or any time slots that appear here.
This is because in APAC we have not implemented time slots. It was not required so they are still
working in the pre-Covid experience where the user simply selects teh start and end dates.
Everything else will remain the same. There's no changes to the flow. You will also receive a QR
code just like you did in the previous example that I’ve shown you. Everything else from that
perspective remains the same.

Once you've created the order in ECP and you get the order number, you can click on the
‘Home Button’ over here on the top left. Which will take you back to the Orders Dashboard.
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Here you'll see all the orders that have been created by everybody in that org. If you want to see
the entire Orders and Tickets page, you can also go to orders and history ‘Orders and Tickets
History’ under the ‘Orders and Tickets’ menu option. You click on this, it will take you again back
to the same page that I’ve shown earlier on. This shows all the orders that have been placed by
everybody in that org. The order that we created was here 380. As you can see, this has been
created in Siebel that's why we show the status over here is ‘Created,’ because we are mapping
it to the activity.

Once it's created in Siebel over here when you click once you click on it, it will show you three
tabs--the activity timeline, the service details, and the contacts. I’ll walk I’ll walk you through this
one real quick. Also on the left hand menu--it will show you the navigation menu, it will show you
the order number, and it will show you the POFs. So if you have bundle orders you will have
different POFs over here. In this case we've just created one Work Visit which is basically a
scheduled service. So over here the activity under that is the Customer Work Visit and that's what
we're mapping to all these statuses.
The activity timeline shows the timeline of the events that have taken place in the activity with the
latest one being on top. On the top here, you see the Activity Number this correlates to the activity
number in symbol. The estimate completion date is the last date of when you want to come in for
the Work Visit with the time that you've selected, the cage on the cabinet, and the reference
number that we had put in Work Visit 123.
You can also modify, cancel, print and reorder these the same. If you want to reorder it will
basically clone this order and you can submit it. You can modify this as well by adding more
visitors or by changing the Work Visit times.
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In the Service Details, it will show you the location details in the Work Visit details which shows
you the start date and end date. And also the PDF form that we had, I had shown you earlier on
that you can download. Which will also have the details of the time slots that you have selected.
Under the Contacts tab, it will show you--excuse me--all the contacts that you've selected as part
of this order.

That concludes this demo. Thanks for watching.
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